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Aholistic approachwasused to thoroughly redesign courses in ScientificComputing atUppsalaUniversity. The objectives

were two-fold: to improve the learning outcome for students in general and tomake the courses more appealing to women

students in particular. The redesigned courses include a combination of learning activities motivated by previous research

on preferences of women students regarding learning environments and educational approaches. Moreover, particular

carewas taken to design the courses according to the principles of constructive alignment. Thiswas achievedby structuring

the course content into thematic modules, where each module was organized into different learning activities with several

cycles of action, observation and reflection. Indications that the resulting course design fulfils the objectives stated above

are, for example: that the students get a clearer and more coherent view of the subject; that they consider the courses to be

well-structured with well-connected activities; and that the student–student and student–teacher interactions are

increased. The new course structure is clearly appreciated, especially by female students, and considered to be important

for the learning process. The conclusions are supported by qualitative as well as quantitative evidence.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Background and motivation

In the Swedish university system, the M.Sc. degree
programmes in Engineering are among the most

prestigious study programmes. There are employ-

ers, students and faculty who consider them to be

elite programmes, and many of their graduates

obtain leading positions in Swedish industry.

Thus, it is particularly troublesome from a gender

equality perspective that women are under-repre-

sented among the students in these programmes.
Among Swedish university students in general,

women are instead slightly over-represented.

In the course reform project described here we

consider education in our particular subject area,

Scientific Computing. Most of the Scientific Com-

puting courses at Swedish universities are taught

within the five-year Engineering programmes, and

there is a progression from mandatory courses at a
basic level to eligible courses at an advanced level.

The Scientific Computing courses inherit the under-

representation of women from the programmes

involved, but for the eligible courses there is at

least a potential to increase the numbers.

Scientific Computing is about using computers

and mathematical models to simulate phenomena

related to nature or technical artefacts. This is an
interdisciplinary area, in the intersection between

Mathematics, Computer Science, and various fields

of Science and Engineering where computer simula-

tions are used for research and development. Edu-

cators in ScientificComputing strugglewith the task

of creating possibilities for students to ‘see’ this

fascinating interdisciplinary connection between

different areas. Before the redesign of the courses,

the majority of our students demonstrated an ade-
quate learning outcome concerning particular algo-

rithms, methods for analysis, and even solutions of

realistic application problems. Despite this, learn-

ing was unsuccessful, because course evaluation

questionnaires revealed that most students experi-

enced these different kinds of knowledge as frag-

ments that did not align with each other into a

coherent ‘whole’. They did not perceive Scientific
Computing as a coherent discipline.

The main objective for our course reform was to

improve the retention of female students in Scien-

tific Computing. More specifically, we wanted

female students to become sufficiently interested in

Scientific Computing to continue with optional

advanced courses after having taken themandatory

introductory courses. The secondary objective was
to improve the learning outcomes for the student

body as a whole to mirror our understanding of the

subject as coherent and relevant better.

Based on the following argument we assumed

that our two objectives were correlated in such a

way that they prompted the same kind of course

redesign. Research on women’s preferences in edu-

cation has shown that women students value learn-
ing experiences that contribute to sense making [1,

2]. By ‘sense making’, we mean the process of

making sense of what you learn, for example by

coming to see relations between various aspects of

the subject that you are studying and by seeing an

overall purpose in the subject matter in terms of
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applicability, social relevance and/or other features.

Consequently, we assumed that the fragmented

learning outcome for our students in general was

at the same time a key factor behind the relative

failure to attract women students for continued

studies in Scientific Computing. The success of the
redesign is an indication of the validity of this

assumption.

We used an action research approach to redesign-

ing the courses in Scientific Computing at Uppsala

Universitywith the aimof supporting sensemaking.

We consider action research to be an iterative

research approach, where actions are planned with

regard to certain objectives, for example to improve
learning in some respects. The actions are then

carried out and observations are made that provide

material for reflection. The conclusions from the

observations and reflections may provide sugges-

tions for further or revised actions that are then

planned, carried out, etc. Each iteration consisting

of planning, action, observation and reflection is

said to be an action research cycle (see, e.g., [3]).
The redesign did not consist in introducing very

different educational activities. Rather, we took a

holistic approach (cf. [4]) where typical educational

activities in Scientific Computing were realigned

and modified in a way that was informed by pre-

vious results from pedagogical research. The

changes were made with two main purposes:

1. to align the activities with each other and with

the course goals;

2. to increase student–student and student–tea-

cher interaction.

As a structuring mechanism for the alignment, we

organized the activities to support students’ cycles

of action, observation, reflection and revised under-

standing. These seemingly minor modifications did
in fact imply (i) a thorough restructuring of the

internal relations between the learning activities and

(ii) significantly more active engagement of the

students.

To monitor the effects of the course redesign

process continuously we have used the course

evaluations that are collected at the end of each

course, implying that we have a rich collection of
data both frombefore the project started and during

the project. The qualitative effects on the observed

learning outcomewere very encouraging, indicating

that the redesign has successfully fulfilled its objec-

tive concerning sense making. Quantitative evi-

dence also supports that the new course structure

is clearly appreciated by female students.

1.2 Related work that informed the redesign

Results from previous research strongly indicate

that women students value sense making. In their

overview of gender issues in postsecondary comput-

ing education, McGrath Cohoon and Aspray [2]

mention several aspects of sense making in an

educational context, such as the importance of

real-life applications and student centred pedagogy.

In our course redesign project, we were particu-
larly inspired by a research report from Albinsson

et al. [1]. In this report a summary of different

projects to increase the number of women students

in M.Sc. Engineering programmes in Computer

Science in Sweden is presented.Anumber of sugges-

tions for changes and wishes from the female

students are given where some can be described as:

� Increased possibility of:

– seeing how different parts of their knowledge

connect;

– understanding the usefulness of their knowl-
edge in the study environment and future

professional life;

– seeing relations between subject area knowl-

edge and reality.

� Technical discussions should have a social per-

spective.

� More project and group work.

� More oral presentations and writing of reports.
� Better contact and communication with teachers

and fellow students.

The items in the upper part of this list are clearly

about sense making. The additional items about

group work, reports, and communication also have

a relation to sense making. They concern forms of

education with a large degree of student activity, as

well as student-student and student-teacher inter-

action. When appropriately aligned with course

goals and forms of examination such activities
have the potential to contribute to sense making [5].

In a seminal paper based on empirical observa-

tions and phenomenographic analysis, Marton and

Säljö [6] made a distinction between a deep and a

surface approach to learning. This was further

explored in subsequent studies [7]. Students taking

a surface approach focus onmemorising and repro-

ducing pieces of information, whereas a deep
approach is characterised by a search for meaning,

in that the student actively tries to understand the

relation between various aspects of the subject

matter at hand. The learning approach is not a

personality attribute of the student. An individual

student can be observed to use a deep approach to

learning in one context and a surface approach in

another context. The challenge for educators is to
design learning environments and learning activities

that trigger a deep approach to learning (see, e.g.,

[8]). This has been a key ambition for our course

redesign, due to the close relation between a deep

approach and sense making.
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1.3 Traditional education in Scientific Computing

In order to explain the changes we have made, there

is need for a very brief introduction for readers who

are unfamiliar with Scientific Computing. Scientific

Computing is concerned with the simulation of

phenomena in areas of application such as physics,

biology, finance and technology. The simulations

are based on mathematical models of the phenom-
ena of interest. A typical everyday example is a

weather forecast, where future weather is simulated

on the basis of a mathematical description of the

weather physics. The simulation consists of solving

the equations in the mathematical model and pre-

senting the results in an understandable form, for

example as a weather map. The equations are

‘unsolvable’ in the sense that they cannot be
solved byhandusing paper andpen.The complexity

of the problem precludes such a solution. The

computations to solve the problem rather require

the use of so-called ‘numerical methods’, i.e., com-

puter-based algorithms to solve mathematical pro-

blems. In real-life applications, such as weather

forecasting, huge amounts of computational opera-

tions are involved. It is thus necessary to write an
efficient computer program to carry out the simula-

tion within a reasonable time. The solutions

achieved in these numerical computations are

always approximations and one part of the subject

is to interpret and validate the numerical results.

In summary, to understand what Scientific Com-

puting is, one has to be able to grasp the whole

picture and see the relation between different
aspects:

� application areas (i.e., areas where various phe-

nomena are studied via computer simulations);

� numerical methods;

� computer science aspects, such as programming
techniques.

The challenge for the teacher in a beginners’ course

is to organize learning activities that provide possi-

bilities for the students to discern these aspects and

to see the connection between them. Only then can

the students make sense from the material.
The traditional way of teaching Scientific Com-

puting does not achieve this. A partial explanation

is that the traditional Scientific Computing begin-

ners’ course is largely a fragmented presentation of

various aspects of the subject. Teachers may lec-

ture about theory without providing sufficient

context to help the students to see the purpose of

the theory or demonstrate how to solve small
model problems by hand, without providing the

students with a rationale for why these problems

are relevant.

Another part of the explanation is that the tradi-

tional Scientific Computing beginners’ course lacks

constructive alignment. Briefly, constructive align-

ment means that curriculum objectives should be

clearly stated, that assessment should be made with

regard to those objectives and that learning activ-

ities should be designed to provide the students with
training towards achieving learning outcomes

according to the objectives. In the traditional Scien-

tific Computing course there is too much emphasis

on abstractly formulated, small model problems to

solve by hand. This does not align with the overall

goal tomake students aware of real-life applications

where computers are required in order to perform

the computations. A traditional course in Scientific
Computing consists of:

� lectures,

� problem solving classes,
� computer labs and assignments,

� final exam.

In all these activities, except for computer labs

and assignments, the emphasis is completely on
theory and small-size model problems. The lab

and project assignments are intended to provide

the ‘big picture’ of the subject, but students fail to

see the connection between these assignments and

the material covered in lectures and problem

solving classes. We claim that this lack of alignment

iswhy traditional education inScientificComputing

fails to help a majority of students attain a coherent
view of the subject. In fact, if Scientific Computing

consisted of solving small problems by hand,

then the subject would truly lack purpose. Sadly,

this is the impression that many students have

acquired after a traditional first course in the sub-

ject.

The course activities listed above are typically

organized in the order in which they are listed, i.e.,
theory comes prior to practical work and applica-

tions. This might seem perfectly natural from a

teacher point of view, first explain the theory and

then illustrate the theory on the computer screen.

However, if a student fails to understand the

theory, the computer lab based on the theory will

not make any sense whatsoever. It illustrates and

gives answers to questions never raised by the
student. We claim that this is one of the factors

leading to students’ fragmented understanding in

traditional introductory courses in Scientific Com-

puting.

1.4 The reformed courses in context

The courses that we set out to redesign were
Scientific Computing I and Scientific Computing

II at Uppsala University. During the project period

the course content was redistributed and a third

course, Scientific Computing III was introduced as
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part of a syllabus change*. Thus, when we discuss

the different courses below, we refer to the changed

course structure.At least one, and inmost cases two,

of these courses are included in the curriculum for

the study programmes at the Faculty of Science and

Technology. A typical course instance involves
around 100 students, coming from different study

programmes. Lectures are given for the whole

group. For problem solving sessions and labs,

students meet in subgroups of about 25 students

per group. Each academic year several instances of

each of the two courses are given, involving a total

of about 1100 students per year.

Each of our two courses corresponds to 5 credit
points. This is a measure of the ‘size’ of the course

and also reflects the expected workload for the

students. One year of full-time studies corresponds

to 60 credit points.

In most of the study programmes, Scientific

Computing I appears in the first-year curriculum.

The course requires only very elementary university

mathematics and no previous knowledge of com-
puter programming is assumed. The course syllabus

encompasses an introduction to Matlab program-

ming, an introduction tonumericalmethods, and an

introduction to numerical analysis. The kinds of

mathematical models addressed are linear systems

of equations, integrals and non-linear equations.

Scientific Computing II is typically in the second-

year curriculum and addresses numerical solution
of ordinary differential equations, curve-fitting

(interpolation and least-squares approximation),

and Monte Carlo methods.* The combined

contents of Scientific Computing I and II are typical

for introductory courses in Scientific Computing at

universities worldwide, often under alternative

names, such asNumericalMethods. This is reflected

in a large supply of textbooks for this kind of course
(see, for example, [9, 10]).

2. Methodology

2.1 Holistic and systemic approach

The course redesign presented here takes a holistic

approach. Thota [4] argues eloquently for such an

approach and also demonstrates how she success-

fully used it in an introductory object-oriented

programming course. In advocating the holistic

approach, she cites Ramsden [11]: ‘We cannot

reduce a relational view to one which concentrates

on the parts of the process. When it comes to

applying our understanding to improving the pro-

cess, a relational view has distinct advantages’.
In our interpretation, the holistic approach to

teaching is analogous to the holistic or deep

approach to learning. As educators we should take

a relational view on the various elements of the

teaching and learning process and design the learn-

ing environment and the learning activities in a way

that takes these relations into account. By taking a

holistic approach, our course redesign addresses a
complex interplay between various ‘parts of the

process’. To mention only one example of such an

interplay: Our previous experiences with realistic

application problems was that students tended to

take a surface approach when working with these

problems, since they felt stressed by the difficulty of

the problems and interpreted the situation as if they

were not allowed to ask the teacher for help. By both
introducing challenging mini-projects and encoura-

ging students to interact with the teachers in work-

ing on these problems, we noted that students

seemed more relaxed and were more prone to

adopt a deep approach to the mini-projects. This

is one example of many in our project, pointing to

the relevance of a holistic approach to course

design.
A systemic approach is a kind of holistic

approach, where the whole learning environment

is regarded as a system, including not only the

students, teachers, learning resources and learning

activities, but also such issues as institutional poli-

cies and support. In a recent paper, Barker, Cohoon

and Thompson [12] propose a systemic change

model of undergraduate education. Their particular
focus is on undergraduate computing and the objec-

tive is to accomplish gender parity. As expressed by

Barker, Cohoon and Thompson: ‘Rather than view

women as needing to be modified or repaired to fit

the system, this model advocates changing the

system to fit the needs of all students.’ This is

precisely in the spirit of the course reform project

described here. The model proposed by Barker and
McGrath Cohoon was not published when this

project started, but in retrospect our project can

be seen as a case study for three of the components in

their model:

1. retention through pedagogy,

2. retention through student-student and student-

faculty interaction,

3. institutional policies and support.

As for retention through pedagogy, Barker and

McGrath Cohoon, distinguish two aspects: (i) Col-
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laborative Learning and (ii) Meaningful and Rele-

vant Assignments. As explained above, both of

these are key elements in our course redesign.More-

over, our focus on collaborative learning and fre-

quent student-teacher feedback implies increased

student-student and student-faculty interaction. In
addition, the activities we use are in line with well-

established best practices recommended in pedago-

gical literature, e.g., Felder and Silverman [13] and

McKeachie [14].

Finally, with regard to institutional policies and

support, Barker and McGrath Cohoon claim that

change in higher education is more likely to occur

when there is visible support from upper adminis-
trators and leaders. These prerequisites were clearly

at hand in our project: gender-aware education is

strongly supported by policy documents at Uppsala

University; the project had a reference group con-

sisting of educational leaders on central university

and faculty level; one of the authors (MT) was

Counsellor to the Vice Chancellor on gender equal-

ity issues during a five-year period that included the
years when the project was running; and one of the

authors (SP) isDirector of Studies at theDivision of

Scientific Computing since more than a decade.

2.2 The course redesign in brief

As described above, in order to meet the two-fold

goal of improving the retention of female students
and to improve the learning outcome for students in

general, the objective of the course redesign was to

support students’ sense making better. To this end,

we used constructive alignment as a key approach.

As a means to achieve such alignment, we designed

learning activities to engage students in a learning

process inspired by the action researchmodel. These

will be elaborated on below.
For the courses in Scientific Computing in our

project, the curriculum objectives, both before and

after the reform, can be summarized into four main

objectives. After having taken the course, the stu-

dent should be able to: apply the numerical algo-

rithms presented in the course; use and explain the

concepts introduced in the course; apply various

methods of analysis to assess properties of the
numerical algorithms; make arguments about the

advantages and disadvantages of using a certain

numerical algorithm to address a given problem.

Even prior to the course redesign, learning activities

were designed to provide training towards these

objectives. As mentioned in Section 1, the learning

outcomes were satisfactory, in that amajority of the

students managed to demonstrate learning out-
comes according to the objectives. However, from

the point of view of sense making, there is an

additional objective, not explicitly stated in the

curriculum, namely that the students should be

able to see the relations between various aspects of

the subject and to see an overall purpose of the

subject matter in terms of applicability, social

relevance, etc. Prior to the course reform, this

objective was not met, as discussed in Section 1.

The constructive alignment in the course reform
project was made with the purpose of achieving

alignment with regard to the objective related to

sense making.

To achieve such alignment, we made a number of

seemingly minor modifications that we hoped

would have a large effect taken together. In the

reformed courses Scientific Computing I and II,

the course matter is organized into thematic mod-
ules, where eachmodule corresponds to 1–1.5 credit

points. The ‘theme’ for such a module is typically a

certain type of mathematical model. The activities

in the module are intended to provide the student

with: examples of real-life applications that can be

modelled by this type of model; examples of numer-

ical methods that can be used to perform simula-

tions based on such models; experience of how to
implement such numerical methods in computer

programs; insight into important properties of

such numerical methods and how to analyse and

argue about those properties; and, finally, experi-

ence in carrying out simulations of some ‘real’

phenomenon modelled by this type of model. As

an example, students in Scientific Computing II

carry out simulations of the circadian rhythm in a
cell, using models from a research paper in systems

biology [15]. In one course module the circadian

rhythm is modelled by a system of nine differential

equations that the students solve numerically to

simulate the rhythm. In another course module a

stochastic model is used and simulations are carried

out with a Monte Carlo method.

Each thematic module includes the following
learning activities, in chronological order:

1. computer lab,

2. lecture,
3. workout,

4. problem solving,

5. mini-project.

These activities serve different purposes and are

aligned with the goal that students should be able

to make sense of the subject matter and thus get a

relevant overall understanding of what Scientific

Computing is. All of these activities except the

lectures are student centred. For a more detailed

description, see [16].
All of these activities are aligned with the four

main curriculum objectives discussed above, in that

they are designed to provide training towards them.

However, in order to achieve alignment with the

additional objective of sense making, i.e., to help
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students to see the relations between the different

aspects of the subject matter as represented by the

four main objectives, we further aligned the differ-

ent learning activities with each other by making

them support cycles of action, observation, reflec-

tion, tentative understanding, followed by new

action, observation, reflection, revised understanding

for the students. In other words, the course is

designed to engage the students in a learning process

inspired by the action research model [3]. Together,

the learning activities in eachmodule constitute two

action research cycles for the students. The compu-

ter lab includes action, observation and reflection.

This reflection is continued during the lecture,
which is based on the lab in order to support that

reflection better. The lecture should lead to a

tentative understanding that is tested and revised

or reinforced in the workout. Then the problem

solving and mini-project activities provide new

action, observation, reflection and revised or rein-

forced understanding.

3. Results and discussion

3.1 Reflections and observations

Not only did we design the courses to support a

learning process inspired by the action research
model. We also used an action research approach

in planning and carrying out the course reform

project. The project was carried out iteratively,

with cycles of planning, action, observation, reflec-

tion, followed by revised planning, action [3]. In this

way, we redesigned the two introductory courses

Scientific Computing I and II at Uppsala Univer-

sity. The iterative process involved fifteen course
instances with a total of ca 1500 students over a two-

year period (11 instances of Scientific Computing I

and 4 instances of Scientific Computing II). For us,

each course instance constituted one action research

cycle.Here, wewill briefly summarize the reflections

and observations made during these cycles. The

discussion will be centred on the different learning

activities. The evidence reported in a subsequent
section further supports the reflections and observa-

tions made here.

3.1.1 Computer labs

Computer labs are standard ingredients in Scientific

Computing courses. The novel aspect of our course

design is that the computer labs come before the

lectures and are intended to generate questions

rather than answers. During the lab sessions, stu-
dents work in groups of 2 or 3 students. We

observed that discussions with fellow students

about the lab assignments support students’ reflec-

tion and tend to trigger a deep learning approach.

With their focus on groupwork, the computer lab

sessions are designed to be collaborative learning

experiences (cf., e.g., [17, 18]). This is one of the

aspects of the systemic change model recommended

by Barker, Cohoon and Thompson [12]. They point

at several studies to support theclaimthat collabora-

tive learning is beneficial for retention (e.g., [19, 20]).
A teacher is present during the lab sessions to give

advice and feedback when needed. We observed

that this opportunity for the students to interact

individually or in small groups with the teacher

helped to establish a more ‘personal’ although still

professional relationship between students and tea-

cher. This was instrumental in making students feel

comfortable and confident in the learning situation,
which in turn made them less stressed, and conse-

quently more prone to adopt a deep approach to

learning. This agrees with the statement by Entwis-

tle [21] that in teaching ‘it is generally explanation,

enthusiasm and empathy which are most likely to

evoke a deep approach’. The importance of a high

degree of student-faculty interaction is also empha-

sisedbyBarker,CohoonandThompson [12] in their
systemic change model. In our course design, stu-

dent-teacher interaction in smaller groups is a key to

a good classroom climate. There is plenty of evi-

dence that a classroom climate that reduces stu-

dents’ anxiety enhances the learning outcome (see,

e.g., [22]).

3.1.2 Lectures

In the traditional course design, each new topic is

introduced in a lecture before it is practised in a lab

session. Prior to the course reform project we

observed that students had difficulty benefiting

from the lectures, since they had no previous experi-

ence to which to relate. In our redesigned courses,

the computer lab comes before the lecture and the
role of the lab is to give students some experience of

the kinds of computations and applications on

which that the particular course module is focused.

This provides a context to relate to in the subsequent

lectures, where the teacher can explicitly refer to the

lab, so that new theoretical elements can be moti-

vated by observations that students have made

during the lab session. We have observed that this
close interaction between lab and lecture supports

students’ reflections and leads to a more coherent

understanding of the subjectmatter. From the point

of view of constructive alignment it is also very

important that each computer lab contains at least

one example of a realistic case where the computa-

tions would not be feasible to carry out by hand, but

really require the use of a computer program.

3.1.3 Workout

The lectures are followed by a workout session. The

name ‘workout’ was deliberately chosen to give
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associations to gym workout sessions. This should

give the signal that the students are expected to be

active. Moreover, all students know that a workout

in the gym is hard work but makes you feel in better

shape afterwards. We wanted the workout sessions

in the ‘scientific computing gym’ to have the same
effect.

Our workout sessions are another example of

collaborative learning experiences with a high

degree of student-student and student-teacher inter-

action. Students work in groups of 2 or 3, solving

problems designed to give a basic understanding of

numerical methods, algorithms and related theory.

Discussions with fellow students about the pro-
blems help to support understanding. In addition,

a teacher is present during the workout session, to

provide further explanations when needed. Also,

when a student group has completed a workout

exercise, the teacher assesses their solution, in

dialogue with the students. In this way, the workout

session provides an additional opportunity for

individual student-teacher interaction and feed-
back, and we observed the same benefits here as

discussed above.

3.1.4 Problem solving and mini-projects

The next link in the chain of learning activities

during a thematic module is the problem solving

session. During the problem solving session, the
teacher is available to give advice when needed.

The goal is that when leaving the session the student

groups should understand the problem and have a

reasonable solution outline or algorithm formu-

lated on paper. The work that remains for a com-

plete solution of the problem is to be carried out as a

mini-project.

The students get a realistic application problem to
work on, in groups of 2 or 3. The problems are

context-rich. As reported by Benckert [23], it has

been demonstrated that Physics students working

on context-rich problems in groups of 3 found this

to be an engaging learning experience and that

female students were particularly appreciative of

this kind of learning activity. This agrees well with

our observations and also relates to a component of
the systemic change model in [12], namely Mean-

ingful andRelevant Assignments. Understanding the

relevance of the subject matter to their personal

experiences, interests and career plans enhances the

students’ learning [13].

3.1.5 Guest lectures

As an additional component in relating the courses
to real-life, one or two guest lecturers from industry

or applied science were invited to present how they

use scientific computingmethods in their profession

and how issues discussed in class have a practical

impact. Students especially appreciated seeing that

the methods they had learned about in the course

are actually used outside the students’ educational

context.

3.1.6 Learning process

As mentioned above, the learning activities were

designed and aligned to support a learning process

inspired by the action research model. We observed
that students’ understanding evolved gradually

during each thematic module. Via tentative ques-

tions during the lab sessions and theory-supported

reflection in lectures and workouts, a preliminary

understanding emerged. This was subsequently

combined with the students’ additional experiences

during the problem solving session and mini-pro-

ject, where we could note in discussions with stu-
dents that they attained a more complete, often

revised understanding. This supports the claim by

Kember and Gow [3] that action research can be a

viable instrument in a learning process.

3.1.7 Assessment

It is crucial for constructive alignment that the

assessment of students’ progress is aligned with the

curriculum objectives. Following Biggs’ recommen-

dation, we distinguish between formative and sum-
mative assessment [5]. We have observed that

formative assessment, where the students are expli-

citly encouraged to interact with the teacher for

feedback while working on the assessment task,

makes the students relax, and they become more

prone to adopting an in-depth approach to learning.

The summative assessment is in the form of a

written exam. We have introduced grading criteria
inspired by the SOLO taxonomy [24]. For the top

grade, we require students to demonstrate a rela-

tional understanding, i.e., that they are able to see

and use relations between various aspects of the

subject matter at hand. This is a central aspect of

making sense of the subject. In order to assess this

kind of understanding, we have introduced new

kinds of exam problems that relate to real-life
situations where the methods studied in the intro-

ductory course become meaningful. To test the

students’ ability to see the ‘big picture’ we have

also used essay questions where students were

required to write short essays. By introducing

exam questions that relate to applications and that

require a relational understanding of Scientific

Computing issues, we have aligned the exams with
the curriculum objectives. Our impression is that

this has been of importance for the students’ study

approach in the course. Students realise that they

are not likely to reach the understanding required

for a high grade if they adopt a superficial approach
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and this insight make themmore prone to taking an

in-depth approach.

3.2 Evidence

In this section we present evidence supporting our

reflections and observations reported in previous

sections. We focus on how students experience the

change, i.e. on student appeal, rather than student
performance. To provide evidence supporting our

reflections and observations, as reported above, we

have used course evaluations that are conducted at

the end of each course. These are part of the

regular monitoring system at Uppsala University

and have been used for several years. Thus, we

have a large collection of students’ comments from

course instances prior to the course reform. The
evaluation form is developed at departmental level

and questions that are course-specific can be

supplemented. The evaluations are always anon-

ymous and incorporate quantitative as well as

open-ended qualitative questions. Below, we dis-

cuss the quantitative and qualitative responses as

two sources of input. The qualitative ones have

been used to collect students’ comments on their
experiences of the redesigned courses. These were

compared with corresponding comments made by

students who took the courses before the redesign.

There is a striking difference between these two

collections of comments, indicating that our rede-

sign has met its objectives. We also present statis-

tics that show the outcome for some of the

qualitative questions.
It should be noted that the group of teachers in

these courses at Uppsala University include both

women and men. For the results of the redesign

project, we have not seen any difference depending

on whether a particular course instance was taught

by women, men, or both men and women (all these

combinations occurred during the project, with

courses taught by both men and women as the
most common alternative).

We will now present these results in more detail,

beginning with the qualitative ones.

3.2.1 Qualitative evidence

As mentioned above, the regular form of course

evaluation has been used for several years, and as a

result, we have a large collection of students’ com-

ments from course instances prior to the course

reform. When these are compared with the course
evaluation comments made by students who had

taken the redesigned course, it is obvious that the

students’ view of the courses has changed. After the

redesign:

� students got a clearer view of Scientific Comput-

ing as a topic;

� students considered the courses to be well-struc-

tured and with well-connected activities;

� students felt relaxed and encouraged to interact

with the teacher;

� female students clearly appreciated the changes,

while the men have a more neutral attitude.

It can also be noted that:

� in some study programmes the student attitudes

and study culture significantly affects the way

they look upon the course design.

Each item is described inmore detail below.The first

three items are clearly related to sense making,

alignment, and the hypothesis that female students

put a greater value on sense making. Students got a
clearer view of scientific computing as a topic. Prior

to the course redesign, comments made by students

in the course evaluations often indicated a lack of

understanding of what the course and the subject

was all about. These commentswere there even if the

teacher and the course in general got high grades in

the evaluation. In fact, this was one of the observa-

tions that triggered our course reform project. The
quotes below are all taken from course evaluations

in a traditionally taught instance of Scientific Com-

puting I, spring term 2007, and can serve as typical

examples (all quotes are translations from the

Swedish original):

What was the course all about??? Clearer explanation
ofwhere andhow the course canbe of use later.Was it a
course about learningMatlab and how demanding it is
for a computer program to do calculations? Or was it
about something completely different?

Difficult course to grasp.

It was hard to get what we were doing, not until the end
of the course did one begin to get what it was about.

Teachers in the course noted the same underlying

problem and became frustrated. The students

usually understood details in the course, but not

the underlying motivation and overall meaning.

With the new course design, this type of comment

has disappeared completely. Instead, as shown in the

next section, many of the comments express how
well the different activities are connected, how well

they support the learning, and that the students

have learned a lot. This indicates that the course

has become well aligned and that the course con-

tents make sense to the students.

Well-structured courses with well-connected activ-

ities. A key aim for the project was to change the
course activities to make them well aligned and

supportive for students’ sense making and their

overall understanding of the subject matter. As

described in previous sections the courses are

divided into modules and each module contains a
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computer lab, lectures, a workout, a problem sol-

ving session and a mini-project, in chronological

order.

From our evaluation data for the redesigned

course, it is clear that the different course activities

are considered by students to bewell-structured and
well-connected. Some comments from course eva-

luations in the autumn term 2007 and the spring

term 2008 exemplify this:

Above all it’s the interplay between different activities
that has been good. To begin with a computer lab, then
lecture, workout and end with problem solving gave
understanding and well needed repetition. When one
block was finished you grasped the content well.
(Scientific Computing I, spring term 2008)

To use the knowledge acquired in workout sessions,
computer labs, and mini-projects was very good. It
leads to consolidated knowledge and reduces the
difficulties to prepare for the final exam, since you
have used most of the elements of subject matter
included in the course. (Scientific Computing I, spring
term 2008)

The course set-up has been super. To schedule the
computer labs at the beginning of the course modules,
so that they do not require any prior knowledge and
results to present was really good. It felt stimulating
and totally right. The workouts were very good as well.
I particularly appreciate the group work and the
presentation of material (i.e., no written report to
hand in, but discussions with the instructor during
the workout session). (Scientific Computing II,
autumn term 2007)

It was good to have seen and tested the course content
(theory) in the computer labs before the lecture, that
way you could relate to what was said. (Scientific
computing I, spring term 2008)

It is notable that the different course activities are
seen as a whole to a larger extent than before the

course reform. It is not one activity that supports the

learning, but rather the whole structure of activities.

Again, this indicates a well-aligned course.

Some students also commented explicitly on the

relaxed atmosphere that encourages students to

interact with the teacher. An example:

The teaching has beenwell structured and the problems
are carefully explained step by step, and it has been
possible for everybody to ask without feeling stupid, if
youdidnot understand. (ScientificComputing I, spring
term 2008)

The significance of student attitudes, study culture

and study programmes. The quotes and results

presented so far have all been positive to the

changes. There are also students who are negative

or less positive. An interesting observation is that

the number of less positive students is strongly
correlated to the study programme. In most pro-

grammes there are only a few negative students,

whereas we experienced a polarized opinion in one

particular study programme, where approximately

half of the student group were negative to the

changes. The following are examples of negative

comments from students in that study programme:

Turn back to the old structure. I believe that would
make both teachers and students feeling better. It is
indeed proven that you learn by watching somebody
else solving problems.

More methods, and less understanding in the final
exam. There are too few credit points to motivate the
time needed for understanding.Understanding is really
a good thing and it is good in the long run, but if one
should go for understanding all courses you wouldn’t
manage to cope with the entire study program.

Return to traditional lessons where the teacher solves
problems. Old-fashioned but efficient.

Most comments have to do with efficiency. These

students feel that it ismore efficient to let the teacher

present problems and solutions for the students.

They do not personally see ‘understanding’ as a goal

for their participation in the course, because they

feel that there is not enough time for understanding.

It can be observed that the success of our course
redesign in all the other study programmes provides

a convincing counter argument to this attitude.

The course reform from a teacher’s perspective. In

addition to the project members, several other

teachers have been involved in the various instances

of the redesigned courses. The teacher experiences

can be summarized as follows:

� better contact between teachers and students and

more teacher-student feedback and interaction,

than prior to the course reform;

� much more student activity and discussions

between students;
� a general feeling that the students understand

what Scientific Computing is all about;

� the students learn successively during the course;

� teaching is much more fun now than prior to the

course reform.

A common fear when working with educational

reforms is that they will result in more work and a

higher cost. This is not true in this case and a cost-

neutral reform was in fact one condition for the

project. Some parts of this reform imply time

saving, or rather reallocation of teacher resources.

For instance, presenting solutions on the black-
boardhasmore or less been replacedwith individual

discussions with student groups in workout and

problem solving sessions. Time-consuming mark-

ing of assignments has been reduced and, to a large

extent, been replaced with discussions and oral

feedback.

3.2.2 Quantitative evidence

Female students appreciate the changes. The answers

to the questionnaires were anonymous, but can be
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divided into male and female categories. When

studying these, an interesting observation can be

made, namely that female students clearly appreci-

ate the new course structure and consider it to be
important in the learning process. The male stu-

dents show a more neutral attitude. The same trend

can be noticed in all course instances where we have

used the new course structure.

Two figures taken from a course evaluation in

Scientific Computing I, spring term 2008 can

serve as examples. The figures show students’

opinions on the course structure in general (Fig.
1), and the construction ‘computer lab before

lecture’ (Fig. 2). In both figures, Category A

and B denote female and male students, respec-

tively. On the first question, 87% of the women

answer ‘Good’ or ‘Very good’, and on the second

question, 74% of the women give positive

answers. The corresponding numbers for men

are 59% and 41%, respectively.
The fact that a large majority of the women

answer positively to these and similar questions

indicates that our redesign has met its goal to

make the two courses Scientific Computing I and

II more appealing to women. At the same time, the

qualitative evidence above indicates that the rede-

sign has met the objective that students in general,

women and men, have made better sense of the
course and the subject area, as indicated in the

previous subsections. In other words, even though

themen do not express their appreciation of the new

course structure as clearly as the women, their
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Fig. 1.This graph summarizes answers to a question about students’ experiences of the course.
The answers are divided into two categories: answers by women (A) andmen (B), respectively.
Response rate: 70% (out of 53 students).

Fig. 2. This graph summarizes answers to a question about students’ experiences of having
computer labs before the corresponding lectures. The answers are divided into two categories:
answers by women (A) and men (B), respectively. Response rate: 70% (out of 53 students).



learning outcome has nevertheless benefited from

the redesign.

4. Conclusions

The course reform project described in this paper

had a two-year time frame. The objectives were two-

fold: to improve the learning outcome for students

in general and to make the courses more appealing
to female students in particular. In view of the

empirical data reported in the previous section, we

conclude that the redesigned courses meet both of

these objectives. Consequently, we continue to use

this course design in Scientific Computing I and II,

and we are also applying the same ideas in some of

the optional, advanced courses in Scientific Com-

puting at Uppsala University.
Constructive alignment was achieved through

activities that were consciously designed to address

the various curriculum objectives. In addition, we

changed the assessment to better reflect these objec-

tives. Not only were the course activities aligned

with the curriculum objectives, they were also

designed to fit together into action research cycles

for the students. The project results show the
viability of this approach. This claim is supported

by our observations and by student comments cited

above,where students express how they experienced

the activities to link together precisely in the way

that we intended when we designed these action

research cycles.

In summary, the course reform project reported

here met its goals. It has led to a significantly better
learning outcome for all students in our introduc-

tory Scientific Computing courses. In particular, it

has led to female students appreciating the subject

much more than before the course redesign. It is yet

too early to see if the latter leads to more female

students taking optional advanced courses in Scien-

tificComputing in later years of theM.Sc. Engineer-

ingprogrammes.However, it is safe to claim that the
prerequisites for this to happen have improved as a

result of the project.
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